FIFTH ANNUAL
COLLEGE HONORS SYMPOSIUM

Poster Presentations

3:30 - 4:30 p.m.

Tiffany Englishman
Classroom Management Made Simple

Rachel Frank
Sustainability Education for the Public School System

Alexa Glynn
Social Media & HR

Sarah McConkey
Starting Small: A Tolerance Program for Preschool-First Grade Children

Camille Menendez
Advancing Biotechnology Rate of Adoption: A Diffusion Theory Approach

Steven Wiltbank
Spanish Course Design: Stimulating the Multiple Intelligences Through Differentiated Instruction

Oral Presentations

4:30 – 6:00 p.m.

Melissa Tavares
Allergies: Childhood Matters

Caitlin Vogel
Bears, Serpents, Wolves, Cacti: “Shadow Beasts” of the Feminine Landscape

Nicole Rosenthal
Filling the Gap: Challenging Sex Education

Melissa Ciandella
Pancreatic Cancer: A Review of Promising Treatments and Trials

Stevie Lynn Rand
Representation or Alienation -- A Study of Latinos in Primetime Television

Antonio Regalado
Verse and Re-Verse: From Idea to Poetry (To Better Poetry)

Francesca Baratta
Tea Party Pioneers and Ingalls' Indians: Teaching Diversity in Today's Children's Literature

Sarah Galo
"To be trapped in your own skin/My body is mine:" The Everyday Life Performance of a Female Rape Survivor.

William Feuss
British Civilian Rail Transportation in the First World War

Armando Lamberti
Dante and Chaucer in Joyce’s “Ulysses”